By participating in tve’s silent auction, each bidder agrees to these auction rules:

1. Bids may be placed from 6.30pm by filling out the bidding slips and placing them in in the gold bags on each table.
2. Bids for the silent auction will close 10 minutes after the end of the live auction.
3. Once made, bids may not be retracted.
4. The winner of each lot will be the highest recorded bidder at the end of the auction.
5. The organiser’s decision as to the winner of each lot is final.
6. All sales are final. There are no exchanges or refunds.
7. In the event of two or more equal-highest bids being received for the same lot, the winner will be selected at random.
8. Payment should be made by cash, cheque or electronic transfer.
9. Winning bidders should pay for and collect their purchase on the night at the silent auction stall.
10. Any lot remaining unsold will be disposed of at the discretion of the organisers.
11. If a winning bidder fails to pay, the next highest bidder will win the item.
12. tve has attempted to describe items correctly based on the information provided by donors. Bidders will be expected to read fine print included with the lots for any restrictions, exclusions, etc.
13. Each person bidding assumes all responsibilities related to the auction and items obtained at the auction and agrees to hold tve harmless from any liability.

Thank you for your support.
Tonight’s auctioneer Tommy Walsh became a household name through his presenting role in Ground Force alongside Charlie Dimmock and Alan Titchmarsh.

His landscaping and building knowledge and skills led him to film Fix Your House for Free in 2009 for Discovery Real Time, followed by Fix It Yourself in 2010. In 2007, Tommy and his team pushed their talent and dexterity right to the edge, building a new home in 60 days for £60,000 in Discovery Real Time’s Tommy Walsh’s Eco House. It was built in the most eco-friendly and cost-effective manner possible. Tommy recently returned to the screen on BBC1, presenting Cowboys & Angels.

His book DIY Survival has been a UK bestseller. He also published the books: Kitchen DIY, Bathroom DIY, Outdoor DIY and Living Spaces DIY.
Next year, tve will mentor five young, talented filmmakers on five continents, helping them produce short, broadcast quality films aimed at a youth audience for distribution online, through media partners and at major global summits planned in 2020. In each story, a young reporter will confront an environmental challenge facing their community and then search out locally-relevant solutions and opportunities.

tve has already secured 50 percent of the total costs of Planet Reporter on a match fund basis from the German Environment Foundation. Your generous support will allow us to give young people a voice around key global political moments throughout 2020 where world leaders will be making important decisions about how to stop the worst impacts of climate change, protect our planet’s biodiversity and build a just and sustainable world.
From the favelas of Rio de Janeiro to a depressed former coal town in the UK, from the booming Chinese city of Guangzhou to the lawless drylands of Northern Kenya, we have followed the lives of 11 children in ten countries, all born in the year of the Rio Earth Summit – when global leaders first united to pledge action to save the Earth.

Your generous support will help tve in the early stage development of a feature-length documentary and global engagement project, Millennials, based on this unique archive of footage. Fronted by a well-known presenter, the documentary will be the definitive story of the generation that is inheriting our broken planet and the powerful forces that shaped them.

The film will be released in 2022, to mark 30 years on from Rio Earth Summit and tve will use this as part of a global youth engagement campaign, empowering young people to shape the future world they want to live in.
Pledge towards tve’s new project development

Total pledge target - £20,000. Highest individual pledge will receive a box of luxury chocolates.

tve helps build a better future for people and planet through the power of storytelling and film. We engage people with the challenges facing our planet and help them understand that a more sustainable world is possible. We find stories, make films, create conversations and empower communities to demand action for a better world.

Support tve by providing seed money to help us develop and seek funding for new projects that harness the power of stories to change the world. Your generous support allows us to be agile and creative in how we respond to our planetary emergency, ensuring we can have as much impact as possible.
Treat 14 of your friends to a stay in a Moroccan Riad

/ Starting bid – £900

Two nights at Riad Mena in Marrakech for up to fourteen people, including all breakfasts and one dinner.

Riad Mena is a serene and spacious Riad situated in the Marrakech Medina, just seven minutes walk from the main square. It has seven double bedroom suites and a team to look after your every need. The Riad is a mid-century modern Moroccan haven which has been featured in everything from the Financial Times to Architectural Digest, as well as being voted Vogue’s seven best tiny hotels in the world. Privately owned, the personal touches and thoughtful detail make this a very special place from which to discover Marrakech. The owners share all their tips of the best things to do and places to see whilst there.

Kindly donated by Philomena Schurer Merckoll.

Offer subject to availability and excludes the periods between 15 December - 6 January as well as 20 March - 15 April.
The winner will be notified by tve as to how to organise their stay.
Enjoy a week summer stay in the French Alps for five

\( \text{Starting bid – £900} \)

Five guests can enjoy a stay in a luxury apartment in Jardin Des Fes, Morzine, a resort town in the French Alps close to the Swiss border. It’s part of the Portes du Soleil ski area, linked by lifts and cable cars. Partially forested slopes have summer trails and bike lifts. In the village, restaurants and bars cluster around Route de la Plagne.

Apartment Jardin Des Fes is located centrally within Morzine. The apartment complex is approximately five minutes’ walk from the Dixie Bar, Rhodos and Bar Robinson which effectively mark the start of the town centre.

There are five airports within 150 miles of Morzine.

Kindly donated by tve trustee: Alistair Clark.

The winner will be notified by tve as to how to organise their stay. Flights not included.
Nestled in the heart of Tallinn’s Old Town, the Schlössle is a delightful five-star boutique hotel that will take you back to Estonia’s medieval past. Luxurious furnishings and friendly staff ensure a memorable stay in this charming hotel.

The 23-room hotel is on Holy Spirit Street with picturesque cobblestones and historic buildings dating back to the 13th century. Discover cuisine reflecting the best of Nordic culinary traditions in the hotel’s Stenhus gourmet restaurant, and during the summer months the hotel opens its romantic courtyard Summer Garden, with live music every Friday and Saturday. You’ll be staying in a luxurious Junior Suite which is one of the best rooms in the hotel. Breakfast is included every morning, and dinner and wine will be offered for one special evening of your three-night stay.

Valid for one year from 18 November 2019. Not available during peak weeks (July, August, Christmas, New Year, Easter and school holidays).
Subject to availability.
Other dates may be excluded, depending on local events.
Possibility of adding one child. Flights are not included.
20% of final winning bid to go to not-for-profit Charity Escapes.
One week stay for two guests in Goa, India

Starting bid – £600

Enjoy a week’s holiday in Northern Goa, famous for its fabulous beaches, brilliant trekking paths and wealth of historic sites.

This stylish and modern apartment with a pool is located near the vibrant the centre of Panaji in North Goa and is within walking distance of the beach.

Kindly donated by Surina Narula, MBE – Founder of the tve Global Sustainability Film Awards

The winner will be notified by tve as to how to organise their stay.
Subject to availability.
Does not include flights.
Experience flying in an electric plane

/ Starting bid – £250

Be one of the first people in the UK to go for a demonstration flight in an electric powered plane.

Choose to fly at either Damyns Hall Aerodrome (near Upminster tube station), which is home to the vintage aeroplanes of The Tiger Club, or at Goodwood Aerodrome near Chichester, the site from which this year two pilots set off on a challenge to fly a newly restored Spitfire around the world.

You will be flying with an extremely experienced chief flying instructor. Don’t miss this once in a lifetime opportunity.
A former Victorian coaching inn situated within the magnificent Cairngorms National Park, the hotel is positioned at the heart of the historic village of Braemar which attracts thousands of visitors to its annual Braemar Gathering. A passion project for its owners, Iwan and Manuela Wirth, The Fife Arms brings together Scottish heritage, craftsmanship and culture with world-class contemporary art and a strong sense of community.

Enjoy a cosy stay with lots to do in the local area, this ornate hotel is a 2-minute walk from central Braemar, 15 minutes from Braemar Castle and 8.9 miles from the Glenshee Ski Centre.
Dinner for two with wine at Woodlands in Hampstead

Lot 7/silent

/ Starting bid – £50

Woodlands London opened its doors in Marylebone in 1981 and now has three restaurants in London. Woodlands has been a trendsetter, evolving from being a hotspot for south Indian dishes to the diverse pan Indian vegetarian destination it is today. It was one of the first in London to serve vegetarian, vegan and gluten free cuisine.

Woodlands, located in leafy Hampstead in North London, is delighted to support tve and offer dinner for 2 with a glass of wine.

Subject to reservation.
Indulgence for two at the luxurious Dorchester Spa

/ Starting bid – £250

This is a chance for two to sit back and be fully pampered in the serene surroundings of The Dorchester Spa in the heart of London’s Mayfair.

The spa combines art deco style with timeless elegance. Considered one of the world’s most iconic hotels, The Dorchester is a favourite of celebrities, world leaders, royalty and high society.

Start with either The Dorchester Signature Facial by Carol Joy London or an Aromatherapy Experience massage (60 minutes). This is followed by afternoon tea, where you will enjoy bite size pastries in The Spatisserie and then unwind for an hour in the serene relaxation room. We recommend that you allow at least three hours for a relaxing experience.

*Please note that this prize is valid for two people and can be redeemed Monday to Thursday subject to availability excluding bank holidays.
May Fair Spa Experience

Starting bid - £100

Take some time for yourself to unwind in the May Fair Hotel spa. Enjoy an aromatic steam room, herbal sauna, an ice fountain and candlelit relaxation room with heated beds.
A guided tour of The House of Lords with lunch for two

Starting bid – £300

Two winners will enjoy lunch in the House of Lords with Lord Glenarthur, an hereditary peer who has been a member of the House for 42 years. After lunch you will enter the Chamber to watch the House of Lords Question Time and then take guided tour of all the main parts of the Palace of Westminster, including The Royal Gallery, Robing Room, and Westminster Hall, where the Lying-in-State of Monarchs takes place and where historic trials, notably those of William Wallace and King Charles 1, took place.
A day out with lunch at the stunning Stourhead Gardens

/ Starting bid – £250

Enjoy a personally guided tour for two by Edward Hoare around Stourhead’s world-famous landscaped gardens.

When Stourhead Gardens in Wiltshire – created by Henry Hoare II – first opened in the 1740s, a magazine described it as ‘a living work of art’. These beautiful gardens feature a magnificent lake reflecting classical temples, mystical grottoes, rare and exotic trees, and offer home to an abundance of wildlife.

Edward Hoare is the last family member to be born inside the house – in 1949. After working in finance and banking for many years, Edward embarked on a world tour, during which a visit to the Royal Chitwan National Park in Nepal sparked what was to become a passion and concern for the environment. Edward is vice-president of two conservation charities.

After the tour, you will join Edward for a delicious lunch at the 17th century four-star Spread Eagle Inn located at the entrance to the gardens.
Iconic Blondie and Chris Stein mounted print (80 x 120cm)

Starting bid – £100

Nostalgic for 80s pop music?

Liven up your walls with this fantastic mounted print, measuring 120 cm X 80 cm, featuring Debbie Harry and Chris Stein of Blondie.

The photo is of Debbie Harry and Chris Stein attending the Stubhub Q Awards 2016 at The Roundhouse in London.

Photographer: Ian West, PA archive, PA images
Epic Andy Murray mounted print (80 x 120cm)

// Starting bid – £100

Mounted print (120 X 80 cm) of Andy Murray winning his second men’s final at the Wimbledon Championships at the AELTC, 10 July 2016.

Sir Murray OBE is a three-time Grand Slam tournament winner, two-time Olympic champion, Davis Cup champion, winner of the 2016 ATP World Tour Finals, and former world No. 1.

Photographer: Corinne Dubreuil/ ABACA/ PA Images
Sparkle this Christmas in Swarovski

/ Starting bid – £75

Magnificent Swarovski crystal sphere ring by the award-winning designer, Mary Katrantzou. The ring retails at £159.

/ Starting bid – £175

Swarovski’s fabulous, vibrant bracelet designed by renowned and award-winning designer Mary Katrantzou. This nostalgia gold plated wide bracelet retails at £579.
Your own private cinema screening for 20 and chance to meet the producers of one of Spring Films’ feature documentaries

/ Starting bid – £300

A private cinema experience for 20 at the screening theatre of Emmy award winning production company, Spring Films. Win the chance to take a group of your friends and family to see one of the following films. You will also have an opportunity to meet the film producers at the time of your screening.

Meeting Gorbachev
Portrait of a Fighter
The Two lives of Li Ermao
Indian Space Dreams
Night Will Fall
Or an episode of the BAFTA nominated PRISON series.
For all cricket lovers

/ Starting bid – £200

Chance to own a signed and framed shirt from international cricketer Sunil Gavaskar.

Sunil Manohar Gavaskar (born 10 July 1949), often known as Sunny Gavaskar, is a former Indian international cricketer who played from the early 1970s to the late 1980s for the Bombay cricket team and Indian national team. Widely regarded as one of the greatest Test batsman and best opening batsman in Test cricket history, Gavaskar set world records during his career for the most Test runs and most Test centuries scored by any batsman. He held the record of 34 Test centuries for almost two decades before it was broken by Sachin Tendulkar in December 2005.

Kindly donated by Surina Narula, MBE – Founder of tve Global Sustainability Film awards
Signed England cricket team bat

/ Starting bid – £300

A chance for cricket fans to own a piece of cricket history. This cricket bat is signed by the entire English cricket team of 2008-2009, including:

Kevin Pietersen
Ryan Sidebottom
Andrew Strauss
James Anderson
Andrew Flintoff
Graeme Swann

Kindly donated by Surina Narula, MBE – Founder of tve Global Sustainability Film awards
These gorgeous Amazon Nest Earrings are handmade, and show a little bird, eggs and leaves in a nest woven from gold-plated silver thread.

Magnolia Restrepo is a Colombian jeweller, now based in beautiful Yorkshire. Where possible, she uses Fairtrade gold, silver and ethically sourced gemstones in her work.

For this piece, Magnolia was inspired by the Amazon Oropendola bird, which make their communal nests as woven baskets at the ends of branches.

The nest is made entirely from 24-carat gold plated fine silver, while the bird and eggs have been left silver.
Get away for a weekend, enjoy the English countryside at Kings Hotel

/ Starting bid – £100

Treat yourself to a short get-away. This former 17th-century coaching inn offers elegant rooms in the village of Stokenchurch, between London and Oxford.

The Kings Hotel are delighted to welcome two guests for one night on bed and breakfast basis, with a glass of wine on arrival.

This offer is valid from March 2020 onwards.
A tour of Little Sparta

/ Starting bid – £100

Set in the Pentland Hills, near Edinburgh, Little Sparta is Ian Hamilton Finlay’s greatest work of art. Finlay moved to the farm of Stonypath in 1966 and, in partnership with his wife Sue Finlay, began to create what would become an internationally acclaimed garden across seven acres of a wild and exposed moorland site.

Collaborating with stone carvers, letterers and other artists and poets, the numerous sculptures and artworks created by Finlay, explore themes as diverse as the sea and its fishing fleets, our relationship to nature, classical antiquity, the French Revolution and the Second World War. Individual poetic and sculptural elements, in wood, stone and metal, are sited in relation to carefully structured landscaping and planting. In this way, the garden in its entirety is the artwork.

Information and images from www.littlesparta.org.uk/
Only available by arrangement June to September.
Lot 22/silent

Philip Treacy satin clutch bag

/ Starting bid – £115

Bid for the chance to own this stylish and classic slim pleated folding clutch handbag in silk satin designed by Philip Anthony Treacy OBE. He is an award-winning Irish haute couture milliner, based in London, who has been described by Vogue magazine as ‘perhaps the greatest living milliner.’ In 2000, Treacy became the first milliner in 80 years to be invited to exhibit at the Paris haute couture shows. Now, he also designs handbags and is a long-time supporter of tve.
This effortlessly stylish panther pearl necklace (retails at £790) can take you from boardroom to dinner. It is worn with a bespoke clasp pendant. The clasp pendant is made of sterling silver with rose gold plating and the necklace is completed by a large cultured pearl as a central design feature. This clasp pendant can be worn in different styles, allowing different looks to be created with a single necklace.

*tve* will put you in contact with the designer Pauline Wong to show you how to style this truly unique feature.
Take home a luxury bottle of China’s national drink, baijiu, produced by the celebrated distiller Wuliangye. It is brewed using traditional techniques from five grains, rice, glutinous rice, wheat, sorghum and corn.

Kindly donated by Mei Sim Lai OBE DL.
Amrut Fusion single malt became famous after whisky connoisseur Jim Murray gave it a rating of 82 out of 100 in 2005 and 2010. In 2010 Murray named Amrut Fusion single malt whisky as the third best in the world. It’s distilled from both Scottish and Indian Barley and so truly is a cultural fusion.

Enjoy this whiskey alongside a signed copy of the book, ‘THAT’S THE SPIRIT’ by leading wine writer, Jonathan Ray. Through his personal selection of the 100 most deliciously fascinating spirits and liqueurs in the world, he tells us all about the distillers, what makes certain brands so enduring and fascinating, which famous drinkers had one glass too many, and what makes specific tipples taste so irresistible.
Two beautiful broaches

/ Starting bid – £20

Add something truly unique to your look with these beautiful rhinestone broaches. One is a delicate blue bird, the other an exquisite green and gold dragonfly.

Established in 1977, Majique, under the banner of Oceanic, has become a known and trusted name in the world of costume jewellery. Some of the best designers and craftspeople create their on-trend pieces. Oceanic is primarily a wholesale business, but also has a huge presence on social media where you can see their latest pieces.

Kindly donated by Oceanic jewellers Ltd. www.oceanicjewellers.com
Magnificent silver necklace

Lot 27/silent

// Starting bid – £50

Established in 1977, Majique, under the banner of Oceanic, has become a known and trusted name in the world of costume jewellery. Some of the best designers and craftspeople create their on-trend pieces. Oceanic is primarily a wholesale business, but also has a huge presence on social media where you can see their latest pieces.

Kindly donated by Oceanic jewellers Ltd. www.oceanicjewellers.com
Exquisite silver necklace

/ Starting bid – £50

Established in 1977, Majique, under the banner of Oceanic, has become a known and trusted name in the world of costume jewellery. Some of the best designers and craftspeople create their on-trend pieces. Oceanic is primarily a wholesale business, but also has a huge presence on social media where you can see their latest pieces.

Kindly donated by Oceanic jewellers Ltd. www.oceanicjewellers.com
Handwoven recycled plastics bag and clutch

Lot 29/silent

/ Starting bid – £30

Cirkkel Studio specialises in reimagining and redesigning everyday sustainable, functional products.

This Cirkkel bag set from their Unreel Collection includes a 13”x14”x6” shoulder bag and accompanying 10”x7” phone or kindle pouch. The pieces use recycled single use plastic that has been handwoven into a beautifully durable material.
Thank you for supporting tve. Don’t forget to collect your prizes from the auction desk before you leave.
Proceeds from tonight’s auction support the wider work of the media charity tve.

With special thanks to all our donors.

tve is the trading name of Television for the Environment. Television for the Environment is a company limited by guarantee, registered in England and Wales (registered office 18 Victoria Park Square, London, E2 9PF, company number 1811236) and a registered charity (charity number 326585).

Cover image: Luis Koberg, Alema Bibi and George McCallum at the 2018 tve Global Sustainability Film Awards. Credit: Yakir Zur